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Programming Windows Azure: Programming the Microsoft CloudO'Reilly, 2010

	I hate the term the cloud. I really do. In a surprisingly short period of time, I’ve seen the
	term twisted out of shape and become a marketing buzzword and applied to every bit
	of technology one can conjure up. I have no doubt that in a few years, the term the
	cloud will be relegated to the same giant dustbin for bad technology...
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The Basics of Hacking and Penetration Testing: Ethical Hacking and Penetration Testing Made EasySyngress Publishing, 2011

	I suppose there are several questions that may be running through your head
	as you contemplate reading this book: Who is the intended audience for this
	book? How is this book different from book ‘x’ (insert your favorite title here)?
	Why should I buy it? Because these are all fair questions and I am asking you
	to plunk...
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Launching Your Yahoo! BusinessQue, 2006
You've made the decision to take your business online, but where do you go from here?  Launching Your Yahoo! Business helps you do everything from creating a business plan to using basic marketing strategies to promote your business to managing a Yahoo! store. It also includes tips and warnings on...
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Mastering HadoopPackt Publishing, 2015

	Go beyond the basics and master the next generation of Hadoop data processing platforms


	About This Book

	
		Learn how to optimize Hadoop MapReduce, Pig and Hive
	
		Dive into YARN and learn how it can integrate Storm with Hadoop
	
		Understand how Hadoop can be deployed on the cloud...
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Mastering Citrix XenServerPackt Publishing, 2014

	Design and implement highly optimized virtualization solutions using Citrix® XenServer® 6.2


	About This Book

	
		Master mission-critical aspects of virtualization to develop, deploy, and administer virtual infrastructures
	
		Integrate Citrix XenServer with OpenStack and CloudStack to...
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A Career in ComputersTheNetworkAdministrator.com, 2006
A Career in Computers is a straightforward and sometimes comical look into finding a job in the field of the computer sciences.  It answers questions that many IT professionals and newcomers need to know when looking for a job and what they should expect.  Most computer books deal with configuring software and do little in answering important...
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Beginning ASP .NET 2.0 E-Commerce in C# 2005: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2005
Welcome to Beginning ASP.NET 2.0 E-Commerce in C# 2005: From Novice to Professional! The
explosive growth of retail over the Internet is encouraging more small- to medium-sized businesses
to consider the benefits of setting up e-commerce web sites. Although online retailing has
great and obvious advantages, there are also many hidden...
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User Experience Innovation: User Centered Design that WorksApress, 2012

	User Experience Innovation is a book about creating novel and engaging user experiences for new products and systems. User experience is what makes devices such as Apple's iPhone and systems such as Amazon.com so successful. iPhone customers don't buy just a phone; they buy into an experience enabled by the device. Similarly,...
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Advanced Qt Programming: Creating Great Software with C++ and Qt 4Prentice Hall, 2010

	This book is aimed at existing C++/Qt programmers and presents ideas and techniques that are too advanced or specialized (although not necessarily difficult), for a first book on Qt.

	

	Qt has now grown to over 700 classes and well over a million words of documentation, far too much to cover in a single volume. So instead of...
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iPad: The Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		Apple announced the original iPad on January 27, 2010, and the
	
		technology world hasn’t been the same since. Customers rushed to buy
	
		the tablet, snapping up more than 300,000 the day it went on sale.
	
		Competitors rushed to copy it, with Samsung, Motorola, Amazon, and others
	
		creating their own variations on...
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Ecohouse: A Design GuideArchitectural Press, 2001
This second edition of the Ecohouse design guide outlines the key issues, strategies and design solutions for designers and self-builders who want to build low energy, low impact homes. 

At a time when fossil fuel energy prices are soaring and the impacts of climate change are beginning to bite, no one should begin to design a 21st...
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DevOps for SharePoint: With Packer, Terraform, Ansible, and VagrantApress, 2018

	Deploy a SharePoint farm in a repeatable, predictable, and reliable fashion using Infrastructure as Code (IaC) techniques to automate provisioning. Savvy IT pros will learn how to use DevOps practices and open source tools to greatly reduce costs, and streamline management operations for SharePoint farms deployed via Amazon Web Services...
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